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best possible Greek text while at other times he standardized the renderings of certain 
words on the basis of translations used elsewhere in the book. Aquila, on the other 
hand, more consistently displays the characteristics identified with kaige. It is, how
ever, in the text of Origen and its editions that the fullest witness to a kaige recension 
for Joshua is found. From this text G. collects a number of passages which expand 
our knowledge of Theodotionic Joshua. 

Greenspoon concludes that Theodotion in Joshua is probably to be included in 
the general kaige recension. He did revise some form of the Old Greek to a Hebrew 
identical in most respects with the MT. His position falls between the Old Greek and 
Aquila. It is also a point midway between the Old Greek and Symmachus (p. 380). 
"Theodotion . . . embodies those concerns that a reviser or translator ought to dis
play. First of all, he was faithful to and respectful of the text he was revising. 
Secondly, he was knowledgeable of and careful with the text which he was correcting 
and . . . he took into account the needs of his intended audience and produced a text 
in which the flavor of neither the Hebrew nor the Greek was lost" (p. 381). G. feels 
that Theodotion is superior to Symmachus (which tends to be more faithful to the 
Greek) and to Aquila (which is more faithful to the Hebrew). 

Greenspoon's study is an important step in the continuing textual analysis of 
Joshua. It follows very skillfully on the work of Margolis and others, analyzing the 
development of the book's Greek versions. G.'s work is careful and is a significant 
addition to Joshua studies. It will be of interest and aid to scholars actively involved 
in textual and Septuagintal projects relating not only to Joshua, but also to studies in 
Theodotion and the kaige recension. G. collects the data on the revisions of LXX in 
Joshua, confirming Theodotion's early, pivotal position. 

John W. Betlyon, Smith College, Northampton, MA 01063 

ANTONIUS H. j . GUNNEWEG and WALTER SCHMITHALS, Authority (tr. John E. Steely; 
Biblical Encounter Series; Nashville: Abingdon, 1982). Pp. 223. Paper $8.95. 

Authority is a concept that has been called into question by many people today. 
The existence of authoritarian societies and oppressive situations has demanded a 
new evaluation of its meaning. The concept of authority can be interpreted in a 
variety of ways, and the translator of this book has pointed also to the fact that 
Herrschaft is a German word that has different meanings and is difficult to render 
into English. 

While some social scientists tend to equate authority with the institutionaliza
tion of power, the authors make a subtle differentiation between the two concepts. On 
the basis of Roman thought, the authors distinguish between potestas (power of 
office) and auctoritas (authority, dignity). The former is that which belongs to a 
person by virtue of a legally regulated power of office, which allows the bearer to 
issue orders, while the latter has to do with tradition and conviction, that which is 
acquired (not bestowed) by a person and used in relation to another person, who is 
free to accept or reject it. In other words, what distinguishes authority from power 
and force is legitimacy, which is acquired by experience, age, wisdom, and so on. 
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The first chapter describes authority as a divine provision for salvation. The idea 
of the divine-royal task of the ruler was found in the ancient Near East? in Israel, and 
in the Hellenistic emperor cult. In the ancient Near East the ruler exercised potestas 
over his people by virtue of his special relationship with the gods. The authority of 
the ruler was the divine provision for salvation, for he was the symbol of justice and 
prosperity of his nation. 

Chapter 2, the main chapter of the book, describes seven biblical encounters 
with authority. The first of these is Israel's own criticism of kingship. The OT does not 
present a unified evaluation of the king's authority. Its estimates are often contradic
tory; they are sometimes positive and sometimes negative, both views existing side by 
side with each other. According to the authors, this highly diversified view of author
ity cannot be harmonized. On one hand, the Psalms bestow a concept of authority 
and rule upon the king that is common to the ancient Near East. The king is the 
adoptive son of God and the guarantor of divine salvation. On the other hand, the 
criticism of kingship is projected back to the time of the judges in order to assess it 
negatively. The biblical criticism of kingship says that there is no ruler in Israel but 
Yahweh. The tension between the potestas of the king and the auctoritas of God is 
what the authors have called "the problem of the OT." The other biblical confronta
tions with authority are the idea of the Messiah and God's rule, God's present and 
future rule in the OT, Jesus as Lord, and God's present-future lordship in the NT. The 
coming of the Messiah in the NT was seen as a way out of the tension between the 
power of an earthly ruler and the authority of God. The NT distinguishes between 
that which belongs to God and that which belongs to Caesar, thus declaring that the 
authority of the emperor was earthly and provisional and that God's heavenly king
dom was eternal and not of this world. As examples, the authors provide the contrasts 
between Bethlehem and Rome in Luke 2:1-20 and Jesus and Herod in Matt 2:1-12. 
In the third and final chapter the authors consider earthly dominion under God. 

This is an excellent book that deserves careful consideration. It is part of the 
Abingdon's "Biblical Encounters Series," a collection of studies in biblical theology 
which has been praised in a recent issue of CBQ (45 [1983] 285-86). 

Claude E Mariottini, Southwest Baptist University, Bolivar, MO 65613 

WALDEMAR JANZEN, Still in the Image: Essays in Biblical Theology and Anthro
pology (Institute of Mennonite Studies Series 6; Newton, KS: Faith and Life; 
Winnipeg: CMBC, 1982). Pp. [xii] + 226. Paper N.P. 

Still in the Image is a collection of talks given by the author to various Menno
nite church groups from 1966-82. Their themes were determined by the needs of the 
different groups, but in toto they address issues of current theological concern such 
as sexuality, materialism, and war from an OT perspective. Janzen combines his 
Mennonite peace church heritage with a historical-critical approach to the biblical 
material, making clear to his audiences the scholarship of the last several decades on 
these issues. 


